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The Secretary of Energy

Washington,DC20585 1998-006427

August 14, 1998

The Honorable John T, Conway
Chairman I
DefenseNuclear Facilities Safety Board
625 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Suite 700

‘ash’n@q&V*
Dear Mr@airman:

I am responding to your May 14, 1998, letter to former Secretary Peila requesting
information to assist the DefknseNuclear Facilities Safety Board in preparing a
report to Congress with evaluations and assessment of proposals to externally
regulate the Department of Energy’s (DOE) defense nuclear facilities.

We believe there will be clear benefits from external regulation of worker and
nuclear safety at DOE fhdities. However, for these benefits to be realized, the
transition to external regulation must be carefidly designed and implemented, To
that end, former Secretruy Pefia and Chairman Jackson, representing the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, created the Pilot Program on External Regulation of
DOE Nuclear Facilities, which is described in a November 21, 1997, Memorandum
of Understanding between the two agencies (Enclosure 1), The Pilot program will
gather itiormation to allow us to answer many of the questions contained in your
May 14:1998, letter. Until issuance of the Pilot Program final report, our
preliminaryresponses are given as Enclosure 2 for your USC,

We look forward to our continued dialogue and discussions. Questions regarding
our response may be directed to Mr. Joseph Fitzgerald of my staff He maybe
reached at (301) 903-5532,

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

?

Elizabeth A. Moler
Acting Secretiuy

Enclosures
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UNITED StATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
$“ WASHINGTON,D.C. 206S54WI

●**** November 21, 1997

CMAIRMAN

The Honorable Federico F. Pefia (
Secretary of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Secretary:

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is pleased to transmit the eficlosed signed
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the Department of Energy (DOE) and the.-
NRC that establishes a Pilot Program on External Regulation of DOE Nuclear Facilities by
the NRC. This MOU represents the joint efforts of members of the DOE and NRC staff, and
provides an early indicationof success in the upcoming cooperative effort between our two
agencies.

As you know, a team of individualsdrawn from NRC Headquafiers and Region IV, DOE
Headquarter and the Berkeley Site Off@ as well as representatives from the State of
Californiawill visit Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) next week to begin the
pilot project.

The Commissionhas requested that, the NRC staff, in consultationwith DOE prepare a
revised MOU, that will be available for your signature and mine at the time of conclusionof
the LBNL pilot. The revised MOU would incorporate lessons learned during the process, and
allow DOE and NRC to promptlyseek legislation, if agreed, for NRC regulatory authority for a
specific pilotfacility or class of facilities, on the basis of informationgained during this first

pilotand each of the successive pilots in the pilot program.

I am looking forward to mntinuing our work on this very impotiant effort.

Sincerely,

Shirley Ann Jackson

Enclosure: As stated .
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
‘AND THE

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

PILOT PROGRAM ON
“ EXTERNAL REGULATION OF DOE FACILITIES BY THE NRC

\

1. PURPOSE

The pufpose of this Memorandumof Understanding(MOU) between the U.S. Depatiment

of Energy (DOE) and the U.S. Nuclear RegulatoryCommission(NRC) is to establish the

framework for a pilot progmm to supporta joint recommendationby DOE and NRC to

Congress on whether NRC be given statutoryauthorityto regulate nuclear safety at DOE

nuclear facilities. The intent of this pilotprogmm is for NRC to ‘simulate regulation”(as

definedherein)ona seriesof pilotfacilitiesto help bothagenoies gain expenenoe related to

NRC regulation of DOE facilities. It will ●lso provide an opportunityto develop actual

informationon the

Il. BACKGROUND

oostsand benefitsof external regulation.

In 1994, Iegisltilon was introduced in the House

subjected new DOE fadlities to immediate external

of Representatives that would have

regulation●nd would have mated a

stakeholdergroupto studyexternal regulationof existingfacilities. As an ●lternativeto that

-~, -l ~LfwYt the **IY of EneruY●t that time, in January 1995 omated the

AdvisoryCommittee on ExternalRegulationof DOE Nuclear Safety (AdvisoryCommittee). “

f
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.4 The Advisory Committee was oharged with providing●dvioe ●nd reoommendationson

whether ●nd how new ●nd existing DOE facilities●nd opemtions might be ragulated to

ensure nuclear safety.
. .

In itsDeunber 1995 ~ lmpmti~ ~tition of Misty st DOE Nuciaar FaMtias, the

Advisory&mmittee recommendedthat essentiality●ll aspects of safety at DOES nuclear

faalities be externallyregulated. SeoreteryOLeary ●coeptedand endorsed the Advisoty

Committee’srapoti ●nd created the DOE WoddngGroupon External Regulation(Working

Group)to providemcommenda50nson implementationof the AdvisoryCommittee’s report.

The recommendationsreads ky ?haWinking Groupin its Deoember 1996 reporl were: (1)

NRC should be the external nuclear

regulationshouldbe phased in.

safety regulator and (2) the transition to external

8enafits ofexternalragulatian&reexpected to inoludeimprovedsafetywhile also facilitating

DOESongoingtransitionto performance-basedcontacting ●nd a more efficientccxpomte

styteof safetyandhea!thmanagement, In the view of the AdvisoryCommittee, an external

regulator, he of the rasponsibilityfor DOES missions,●nd not ●nswering to DOE, can

ensure that safety reoeives consistentand ●dequate ●ttention. External regulationwould

●lso ensura more effective enforcement by plaang suoh ●uthorityin independent hands

engagedontyin ●chievementof safety. -Taken together,the move to external regulationis

seen as the best way to ensure the safety of DOE nuclearfacilities,protect the safety and

heatthof workers acrossthe DOE oomplex,●nd buildpublicbust.

Boththe Advby Committeeand the WorkingGroupconcludedthat the transitionto NRC

regulationwouldinvolvesignifioentlegal, financial,technioel●nd prooeduml●djustmentsfor

2
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both agenoies.

In September1996,theNRC publishedforoornmenta seriesof DiractionSetting Issue (DSl)

Papersundarits$trategicAssessmentand Rabaselininginitiative. One of the i$sue papers,

DSl 2, ●ddressed~ptionsfor NRC’s positionon the regulationof DOE facilities. In March

1997, after consideringpublicoomments,●longwith the December ~996 DOE decisionto

seek tmnsfer of oversightto NRC, the Commissionendorsedseekingthe tmnsfer to NRC
,

of responsibilityfor the regulatoryoversightof oetiin DOE nuclear faalies ootilngent on

●dequate funding, staffing resoumes, ●nd ● dear delineation of the authority NRC w“II

e??w”w!ew the facilities In addition,the Commissiondireotedthe NRC staff to oonvene

a high-levelNRC Task Force to identii, in conjunctionwith DOE, the policyand regulatory

issues needinganalysisand resolution.

Therefore, both Secreta,y Peila of the Department of Ene~ ●nd Chairman Jaokson

representingthe NuclearRegulatoryCommissionhave agreed to pursueNRC regulationof

DOE nuclear facilitieson a pilotprogrambasis.

Ill. DEFINITION OF SIMUIATED REGULATION

Regulation,in oontmst to simulated regulationused in t! “spilotprogmm, genemlly means

that the regulatorhas the statuto~ ●uthorityto: (1) establishstandards●nd requirements;

(2) apply the standads ●nd mquimments to particular opemtions, sometimes through

licensing or PwrrWng ●ctions;(3) conduot infections ●gainst●pplicablestandards ●nd

requirements ●nd Iioensing conditions;●nd (4) bring wWorcement●ctions ●gainst the

regulatedentityfor violationsof the standardsand raquiraments. Simulated regulation,as

.,
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.
. definedforthe purposesof thispilotprogmm,means that NRC will test regulato~ ooncepts

and evaluatea faalii and itsstandards,requirements,pmoedures,pmctioes,●nd activities

●gainst standardsthat NRC believeswould be ●ppro@ate to ensure safety in view of the
. .

natura of the work and hazards et that pilot faalii. Simulated regulation will involve

intemdionswtth00E, 00Es contmdm, and NRC. Simulatedregulation will indude NRC

inspections of each pilot facility to identii issues related to implementation. NRC’S

inspections will not resutt in enforcement actions to oompel compliance with particular

atandatdsor requirements. However, significantinspectionfindingsthat impact heatth and

safety will be transmittedpromptlyto the appropriateDOE organizationfor the pilotfacility

for review arid correctivea~ions, as appropriate.
●

Iv. SCOPE

This MOU establishes the ovemll fmmework for DOE ●nd NRC coopemtion in ● pilot

programforsimutatedregulationby NRC ●t selected DOE facilities. Implementationdetails

foreach pilotfaalitywillbe negotiatedbyDOE, NRC and DOE contractorsin individualwork

. . plans.

The pilotpmgmm is expected to last twoyears. Duringthese tvvoyears, between six ●nd

ten fadlities w“IIbe ei .“~ted. At the end of the two years, DOE ●nd NRC will de..#’mine

whether to seek legislationto give NRC ●uthorityto regulate.indwidualor classes of DOE

nuclear fadlities.

\

ThisMOU providesforcooperationinseekingto obtainthe necessmy budgetary●nd staffing

resoumesfor NRC participation in the pilotprogmm. .

4“
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. In addition,thisMOU providesforooopamtionin involvingthe public●nd other stakeholders

inthe pilotprogram●nd inthe DOE and NRC dadsiononwhetherb seek external fagulation

at the end .ofthe pilotprogram.

This MOU ooversa pilotprogmm for simulatedregulationof nuolearsafety ●nd mdiation

protection of workers at the pilotfacilities. It does not oover the industrial(non-nuclear)

safetyofworkemat the pilotfacilities.A pamlleleffort related to industrialsafety of workers

●t some, if not all, of the pilot facilities is expeoted betvvaenDOE ●nd the Oocupatiinal

Safety and Health Administmtion(OSHA).

.-

V. OBJECTIVES

The ovem[lobjectiveof the activitiesundertakenpursuantto this MOU is to provide DOE

●ndNRC withsufficientirifomwtionto determinethe desimbilityof NRC regulatoryoversight

of DOE nuclearfacilitiesand to suppofla decisionwhether to seek legislationto authofize

NRC regulation of DOE nuctear facilities. Specifically, DOE and NRC seek to obtain

sufficientinformation about a set of DOE nuclearfacilitiesto:

A

B.

c.

Determinethe valueadded by NRC regulatoryoversightof ●ctitiles at a pilotset of

DOE nuclear facilities.

Teat fugulatoryapproachesthat odd be used by NRC in overseeing activitiesat a

pilotset of DOE nuclearfadlities.

Determinethe statusof a sat of DOE pilotfacilitieswith raspect to meeting existing

5
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D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

NRC raquiraments,or acceptable alternatives,●nd to identifyany significantsafety

issues.

Mermine the costs(toDOE and NRC) relatedto NRC regulationof the pilotfacilities

●nd other DOE faalities that mightbe in ● similarclass ●nd oondition.

Evaluate ●ttemative regulatory relationships between NRC, DOE, and DOE

contractors at the pilot facilities. [dent”@DOE oontmct changes that would be

needed to providefor NRC oversightof oontmctoropemtions. -

identifyissuesand potentialsolutions●ssociated with● tmnsitionto NRC oversight

of DOE nuclearfaalities.

Identifylegislativeand regulatorychanges necessary or appropriateto provide for

NRC regulatoryoversightof DOE nuclearfacilities.

Evaluate how stakeholdemshouldbe involvedif the NRC ●ssumes broad external

regulatoryauthodtyover DOE nuclearfadtiies.

w. AU I’HORJTY

k Department of Energy

DOE is ontenng into thii MOU pursuant to the Atomic Energy Aot of 1954, as

amended, includingbut not limited to SectionS31, 33, 9? ●nd l~l(i); the Energy

6
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,, ReorganizationAct of 1974, includingSection 104; $eotions 301(a) and641 of the

Departmentof EnergyOrganizationAotof 19~, and, the EoonomyAct as amended.

I

B. Nuciear Reguiato~ Commission

NRC is entering into this MOU pursuant to the Atomic Ene~ Act of 1954, 8s

amended;the EnergyReoqpnizationAd of 1974; ●nd, the EoonomyAct of 1932, ●s ~

●mended.
.-

V1l. AGREEMENTS BETWEEN PARTIES

A Responsibilities

Department of Energy

The AssistantSecrWaryforEnvironment,Wety and Heatthwiiibe responsiblefor the ovemll

implementation of the terms of this agreement. A technioal point of oontact w“il be

●ppointedfor eaoh individualpilotfaaiity.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

The DeputyExecutive Directorfor RegulatoryPmgmms @ii be msponsibiefor the ovemii

.implementationof the terms of this agreement. An NRC teohnicalpointof contact wiil be

●ppointedfor each individualpiiotfaciiity.

7’”
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B. Coordination Activities

1. DOE ●nd NRC ●gree to enter into ●n IntemgencyAgreement to reimburse NRC,

where legallypermittedand not otherwisecovered by●ppropriations,forks ●genoy

oostassodated with NRC ●ctivitiesto ●chieve the objectivesof this MOU. ‘

2. DOE ●nd NRC ●gree to each establish ● Task Fome to sot for them in this

ooopemtive projeot. These Task Fomes may ●lso evolve intoor ●stablish ● joh’tt

review groupto evaluate individualpilotsandlorthe pilotprogmm.
.

3. DOE ●grees to supportan NRC raquest to the Off@ of Management ●nd Budget

(oMB) to authorizean increaseinNRCs-personneloeilingbythe ●mount neoessary

to cany outthe activi@s providedfor by MIS MOU.

4. tfan issuearisesinthe implementationof this MOU which oannot be resolved at the

staff level, within30 days of reachingsuch ● conclusion, the NRC ●nd DOE agree

to refer the matter to the Assistant Secretary of Environment,Safety and Heatth

(DOE) and the DeputyExecutive Directorfor RegulatoryProgmms (NRC).

c. Pilot Program Deti~:ription

The pUotpmgmm UVUIbeginwith three DOE pilotfaoiliies seleotedby DOE ●nd NRC. The

oQjecWeis to oompietebetween six ●nd ten pilotfacilitiesbythe end of the two-year term.*

Pilotswill be staggeredthrough~ the tvvc+yearper&d ●s mutually●greed to by DOE ●nd

NRC. However,all pilotsmustbe oompletedno later than two years fromthe effeotive date

8
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. of this MOU.

DOE and NRC agreeto developa detailed- planforeach pilotfacility. These work plans
I

will be prepared with extensive participationby the pilot site. The work plans w“II *

developedto allqv DOE and NRC to implementthe intent●nd objectives of this MOLL

As soon as stilaent informationhas been obtained and ●nalyzed for each of the pilot

facilities, DOE ●nd NRC personnel W-IIprepare ●nd provide to the Seoratery ●nd the

Commission a report, and as appropriate briefings,on eaoh facility that addresses the

objectives in Section V ?f W YOU. Each reporl will examine the advantages ●nd

disadvantagesof NRC regulatingthe pilotfaoility,as well as otherDOE fa~lmes in a sim!lar

class of facility.

Within three monthsafter the two year pilotprogmmends,

prepareand provideto the Secretaryand the Commissiona

disadvantages of NRC regulating 00E nucJearfacilities

DOE and NRC personnel will

repofl on the advantages ●nd

based on the pilot progmm

expenen-s. The reportwill indude a recommendationon which DOE nuclear facilities

or which classes of 00E nuclear facilitiesshould be externally ragulated by NRC. If the

$ewtary and the Commissiondeterminethat some or ●ll DOE nuclearfacilitiesshouldbe

regulatedby NRC, DOE ●nd NRC will prepara draft IsgislationgivingNRC suoh ●uthority.

.

9
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. D. Stakcholder ●nd Public Pmticipation .

1. Identificationand assessment of the issues ●ssodated with external regulationare

expected to requireextensive coordinationbetween DOE ●nd NRC, other affected

Federal ●gendas (e.g., EnvironmentalProted”on Agenoy, OSHA), the Defense

Nuolear Facilities Safety Soard, State governments,●nd other interested parties.

DOE ●nd NRCwilldevelopa stmtegyto involvestakeholdem,includingthe geneml

public,throughoutthe pilotprogmm.

2. %q~ests mceiwsdbj NRC under the Freedom of InformationAct for information

provided to NRC by 00E under Wts MOU will be referred to DOE for appropriate

response.

VW. OTHER PROVISIONS

A NRC’s participationin the activities described in this MOU is contingent upon

raoeivingadequateappn@ations or reimbursementsfmm DOE of NRCS full agency

cost and ●n ●ppropriatepersonnel oeiling for those ●otivitiis. Special ●ctMties

~ ~ w OfthiSMOU may be negoihhd formst reimbursementas needed.

R Forthis pilotprogmm,00E w“IIfacilitateNRC intemctionswfth 00E oontmotomto

●otieve the pufposesof this MOU.

c. NothinginthisMOU willlimitthe Mhorlty ofaltheragency to exercise independently,

10
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,
. its authoritywith ragard to matters that ●m the subjectof this MOU.

D. Nothii mthisMOU attersDOES authorityto ensure the safety of any DOE nuclear

faoility that is part of the pilot progmm. Nothhg in W MOU gmnts NRC ●ny

regulatoryautho~ over DOE nuclearsafety ●nd mdiationprotectionactivities.

E. Nothinginthis MOU establishesany rightnor provides ● basis for any action, either

-I of equitable, by any person or class of persons challenging ● government ●ction

or a failure to act.

F. This MOU is effective uponthe date of signatureby the last party. This MOU may

be terminatedbymutual agreement or bywrittennoticeof either pa~. Amendments
.

or modificationsto this MOU maybe made upon writtenagreement of the parties.

###
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UNITED STATES Cys : Cal Ian

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20S5S-0001

November 139 1997 Blaha
Collins, NRR
Harti n, AEOD
Knapp, RES

L. Joseph Callan Bangart,SP
Bxe ive D$rector for operations Rathbun, NMSS

STJt6FREQUIREMENTS - SECY-97-237 - MEMORANDUM
OF UNDERSTANDING WITH T?IEDEPARTMENT OF
BNERGY

The C-ssion has approved the proposed Memorandum of
Understanding (MOW) with the Department of Energy (DOE).

The staff should, in consultation with DOE, prepare a revised MOU
that will be available io.r review and signature by the Secretary
of Bnergy and the Chairman at the time of completion of the
Lawrence Berkeley National Laborato~ Pilot. The revised MOU
should incorporate lessons learned and language that allows DOE
and NRC to seek legislation for NRC regulatory authority for a
specific pilot facility or class of facilitiesbased on
information from the pilot program. Some of the changes below
reflect this approach. The cover letter to DOE transmitting the
signed MOU should mention this need for a revision.

The following editorial changes should be incorporated in the
next revision to the MOW:

1. On the signature page, insert ‘NUCLEAR’ between ‘DOE’
and ‘FACILITIES.’ Also, the signature block should be
changed to ‘Shirley Ann Jackson.’

2. On page 14 line 4, insert ‘should’ after ‘NRC.’ In
line 7, insert ‘nuclear’ after ‘DOE.’

3. on page 3, paragraph 30 line 18 add a COKIRUafter
‘Jackson’ and on line. 28 add a c~ after
‘Commission.’

4. On page 4, last paragraph, line 2, xeplace ‘At the end
of the two years’ with ‘Over tie course of this pilot
program,’ ,

\

5. On page 5, line 1, add a new sentence after .

I

SECY NOTE: THIS SRM, SKY-97-237, AND
RECORD CONTAINING THE VOTE
COMMISSIONERS WILL BE MADE
WORKINGDAYS IW@M THE DATE

. .

THE COMMISSION VOTING
SHEETS OF ALL
PUBLICLY AVAILABLE S
OF THIS SRM.



‘facilities’which states: If deemed appropriate, a ‘
decision to seek legislation to give NRC authority to
regulate a specific facility could be made in advance
of the full two-year time frame. XXIthe second fu~l
paragraph, line 3, delete ‘at the end of the pilot
program.’

6. on page 7, paragraph 1, line 4, insert Oof 1932’ after
‘Economy Act.’

7. On page 9, paragraph 4, line 3, insert comas before
and after ‘as appropriate.’ The comma after the word
‘briefingsn should be removed. Add a new sentence at
the-end of paragraph 4: Each report will be made
available to sta)ceholders,including the Congress.
Also on page 9, in the last line, insert a hyphen

“ between ‘two’ and ‘year.’

8. ‘On page 9, insert a new paragraph prior to the last
paragraph on this page:

Within three months after the first year of the
pilot program ends, DOE and NRC personnel will
prepare and provide to the Secretary and the
Commission a report on the advantages and
disadvantages of NRC regulating specific DOE
nuclear facilities based on the first year pilot
program experiences. The xeport will include a
recommendation on which specific DOE nuclear
facilities or which classes of DOE nuclear
facilities should be externally regulated by NRC
as well as draft legislation to implement the
recommendation. If the Secretary and the
Counnissiondetermine that particular DOE nuclear
facilities or classes of DOE nuclear facilities
should be regulated by the NRC, DOE and NRC will
pr~tly Is@@t draft legislation giving NRC such
authority as part of the FX 2000 legislative. program of the two agencies.

,-
9. on page 10, paragraphZ,’line I, insert ‘final’before

‘report.’ In line 4, insert ‘as well as draft
legislation to implement the recommendations’ after
‘NRC.’ In line 6, replace ‘prepare’ with ‘submit.’
Also in line 6, insert ‘as part of the FY 2001
legislative program of the two agencies’ at the end of
the sentence after ‘authority.’

10. on page 11, item C., ”line”2, xemve’the COTIUMafter
‘independently.’

(SKY Suspense: :$3#1 ) 9700085
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Cc: Chai~ Jackson
Cdssioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
OGc
CIO
CFO
OCA

Dicus
Diaz
McGaffigan

OIG
Office Directors, Regions, ACRS, ACN’W,ASLBP (via E-Mail)

PDR
. DCS
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Enclosure 2

RESPONSESTO DNFSBQUESTIONSON EXTERNAL REGULATION

Question #1: Congress referred to DOE’s “proposal to place Department of Energy defense
nuclear facilities under the jurisdiction of external regulatory agencies.” To what
extent, if any, is DOE’s current position on the desirability of externally regulating
DOE nuclear facilities different from that indicated in the DOE/NRC
Memorandum of Understanding of 11/21/97? Please identifj which defense
nuclear facilities, if any, DOE believes should be subject to licensing or regulation
and which defense nuclear facilities should continue to be subject to external non-
regulatory oversight.

Response: DOE’s position on external regulation has not changed from that given in the
November 21, 1997, Memorandum of Understanding with the NRC. DOE
believes there are benefits to external regulation; however, transition must be
carefblly designed and managed. In my testimony before the Committee on
Science, Subcommittee on Basic Research and the Subcommittee on Energy and
Environment on May21, 1998, 1stated that, “Our position today is consistent with
the DOE working group on external regulation which recommended in 1996 that
external regulation be phased in over 10 years, and aller a two-year transition
period.” I further stated that, in consultation with NRC and OS~ the
Department intends to propose classes of DOE facilities for which external
regulation can be responsibly implemented in the near fiture, and to submit the
necessary legislation to the Congress on a phased-in basis, I also proposed certain
civilian laboratories as the first candidates for external regulation. I noted that
other facilities, such as some DOE weapons laboratories and production sites, will
be more challenging to deal with, and that closure sites that will be shut down in
the near fhture may never be appropriate for external regulation,

In order to gain real-time experience and information that will inform this effort,
we established a two-year pilot program with the NRC in late 1997. Assessment
methodology, policy issues, and other significant factors, such as those addressed
in my testimony (attachment 1) are being evaluated first using facilities that are
well managed and similar to those regulated by the NRC. We are now in the
process of identi&ing the next few pilots that would filly expose all issues
important to transition to NRC regulation. Candidate pilots include: the High
Flux Isotope Reactor, the Annular Core Research Reactor, the Advanced Test
Reactor, the High Flux Beam Reactor, the Hanford site, the Savannah River site,
and the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory. It should be
noted that the Environmental Management pilot project tht is chosen could
include some defense nuclear facilities that would fall under the Board’s current
oversight.



. .

However, afier consulting with the congressional committees that oversee DOE
defense facilities, we decided to exclude Defense Programs’ research, development
and production facilities as a class of facilities from the pilot program at this time.
We are assuming oversight of these facilities will continue to be the responsibility
of the Board, pending congressional actions responding to the report required by
Section 3202 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1998
(P.L. 105-85).

Question #2: Please identi~ the regulatory framework DOE envisions as possibly appropriate
for existing defense nuclear facilities, for new constnxtion, and for
decommissioning.

Response: DOE has not yet identified a particular regulatory framework. One of the
objectives of the Pilot Program is to evaluate alternate regulatory huneworks
appropriate for the diverse DOE nuclear operations. Licensing may be appropriate
for new construction, however, certification or other more performance-based
regulato~ fia.meworks may be more appropriate for existing defense nuclear
facilities and facilities scheduled for decommissioning, A preliminary list and
discussion of options that could be considered is included in Chapter 5
(attachment 2) of the draft Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)
report, The possible options identified in that report are: DOE-only broad-scope
license, UC-only broad-scope license, joint DOE/UC broad-scope license and dual
broad-scope licenses. A copy of the drafl LBNL report was sent to the Board on
Ju]y 23, 1998,

Question #3: For each facility identified as a candidate for regulation, we would like to have
your estimate of the direct and indirect costs that will be incurred by the regulator
and regulatee (DOE/contractor) to develop and implement the regulations and
license conditions and to bring the facility into compliance with NRC regulatory
standards

Response The only facilities that have been identified as candidates for regulation are the
single purpose non-defense laboratories, and low hazard non-defense laboratories,
such as LBNL. We have not completed our analysis on an estimate of direct and
indirect costs that will be incumed by the regulator and regulatee to develop and
implement the regulations and licensing conditions to bring the facility into
compliance with NTRCregulatory standards. We will continue to share this
information with the Board as it becomes available.

The Department h~s developed cost estimates for the regulatory transition of the
gaseous difision plants from DOE to NRC certification. The total cost to bring
the plants into compliance with NRC standards was approximately $254 million.
Certain costs, such as equipment modifications and upgrades are well known. Of
the $254 million spent to bring the plants into compliance with NRC standards, the



Department spent $37 million on the initial NRC certification application,
certification fees, and confirmato~ security sweeps. Additionally, another $24
million (inclusive in the $254 million) in NRC-related upgrades were performed by
the United States Enrichment Corporation. Thus, $71 million of the total $254

million was spent on NRC-related activities; additionally, it is estimated that other
activities,e.g., multipleprocedurerevisionsandtrainingnecessaryto meetNRC
rules,are estimatedat an additional$55 million for an estimated total of $126
million for NRC related activities.

If we extrapolate the cost of bringing the plants into compliance with DOE
standards, then it is estimated that approximately$128 million of the total cost of
$254 million would have been associated with compliance with DOE standards.
NRC has stated that an educated guess of the costs to bring the two plants into
compliance with existing DOE orders, standards, regulations, and guidelines were
excluded from the NRC estimate for transition costs and were estimated to be
about $200.000 million (as provided in the July 14, 1998, letter from Shirley Am
Jackson, NRC, to John Conway, DNFSB).

Question #4: Please indicate your views on whether the DOE. the contractor, or both should be
considered the “licensee” or party regulated under the contemplated external
regulatory sys~em;and whether the contractor should be subject to NRC coverage
under subsections a, b, and c of Section 170 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954
(the Price-Anderson Act)?

Response: DOE fimdy believes that it has certain responsibilities as owner of nuclear facilities
and operations. These include responsibilities, such as safeguarding the taxpayer’s
money, carrying out its mission and ensuring safety at its nuclear facilities, In
DOE’s view, it must be the sole licensee in order to carry out these responsibilities.
Policy issues relating to the Price-Anderson Act are under active discussion within
the Department as a part of the Pilot Program,

Question #5: What additional benefits to the safety and health of workers and the public would
DOE expect to derive from external regulation of the facilities identified above? In
particular, would DOE expect fiuther reduction in accidents and “work days lost”
as a result of the regulatory program? Please provide statistical itiormation,
comparisons with commercial accident rates, reports, and other data that DOE
possesses which bear upon this determination.

Response: The External Regulation Working Group stated in its December 1996 report that
having a single external regulator for DOE nuclear facility saf~ will significantly
improvesafety and health atourfacilitiesand at the same time improve public
confidence and trust in DOE Since that time, the Department has taken a number
of steps to improve safety management and performance. The effort has produced
results. Many of the Department’s sites and operations have improved their



facility and worker safety records.
information on DOE accidentdlosl

The attached chart (attachment 3) pompares
work days with commercial accident rates.

However, we have to continue to be diligent and drive for excellence, knd
recognize that neither external regulation, nor oversight in general, can be
substituted for line management’s mmmitment to safety. The recommendations to
transition to external regulation were made by this and previous studies and
reflected, in part, policy considerations and the use of external regulation as a
means to remove any perception of bias, thus giving DOE the opportunity to
perform and earn credibility, which is critical for efficient operations. This is
consistent with DOE’s current drive to develop and implement the Integrated
Safety Management System.
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Thank you: Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity to join my colleagues to discuss

our efforts to pursue external regulation of worker and nuclear safety at the Department of

Energy.

Awe indicated in our comments to the GAO, we disagree with the fimdarnent.alfinding

as presented to us in their drafi report that the Department’s position is unclear. We believe there

will be clear benefits from external regulation of worker and nuclear safety at DOE facilities

However, for these benefits to be realized, the transition to external regulation must be carefidly

designei and measurecl agak CUITCIUDOE practices,

In the context of external reguiatio~ DOE facilities must be considered as a continuum

Some will be relatively “easy” sites to design an appropriate regulatory scheme for, such as single

purpose Energy Research laboratories Other facilities, such as some DOE weapons laboratories

and production sites will be more challenging to deal with Finally, closure sites which will be

shut down in the near fix-we may never be appropriate for external regulation

In 1996, DOE’s Working Group on External Regulation recommended that

implementation of hRC regulation begin immediately and be phased in over a ten year

period by means of comprehensive legislation. Since that time, we have learned through our

experience with existing NRC regulation - for example, at the gaseous diflbsion plants, the high-

level waste repository, and through our pilot projects - that many serious and potentially costly
.

issues remain to beresolved. We do not believe that these problems are insurmountable.

However, at this point we simply do not have enough knowledge about, or experience with

external regulation to fblly address all of the possible legal, institutional, and technical issues that
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must be addressed to develop an omnibus external regulation legislative package

Consequently, we intend, in consultation with NRC and the Occupational Safety and

Health Administration (OS~), to propose classes of DOE facilities for which external regulation

~ bc responsibly implemented, and to submit the necessary legislation to the Congress on a
}

phased-inbasis.Thisapproachwhich will allow us to incorporate numerous lessons learned, was

outlined in a letter from Chairman Jackson to Secretary Peila in 1997. Our analysis and

experience indicates that cextain civilian laboratories are most compatible with existing NRC

licensees, and we would propose that they constitute the fist class of candidates for external

regulation We will work with our colleagues from OSHA and NRC to fiut.her define a process

for establishing the scope, timing, and resource needs for the necessary transition itself We

expect such an interagency process to be in place by July 1998 and reflected in Fiscal Year 2000

budget planning

Before I turn to a discussion of our current efforts, let me briefly summarize recent studies

and conclusions that have informed this effort.

DOE-Sponsored Studies of External Regulation

In making its recommendationsto the Department in December 1995, the Advisory

Committee on External Regulation of Dep~ent of Energy Nuclear Safety generally endorsed

the concept of external regulation but concluded that ‘DOE’s facilities and hazards di.&erwidely,

and a rigid, one-size-fits-all regulatory approach will not work. The use of a variety of models for

regulation of safkty is essential tc successfid and economically-faible regulation of the DOE

complex.”



. .

As I noted previously, in 1996, former Secretary O’Leay foxmed a DOE Working Group

on External Regulation to provide recommendations on implementing the Adviso~ Committee

fidings. This Working Group reviewed a number of options for implementing the transition born

DOE self regulation to external regulation of nuclear facilities, and submitted its recommendations

in December 1996, Prior to implementation of external regulatio~ the Working Group called for

a transition period. “During that period,” the Working Group reported, “many planning and

preparato~ activities should take place, including developing budgets, establishing interagency

working groups to develop detailed regulatory frameworks, stakeholder coordinatio~

training .. and phning and initistiryjpilots”

The Working Group concluded that during this planning phase, “it is critical that the

complex variety of facilities, including many that have unique characteristics and others that are

comparable to facilities cumently in the private sectpr, be carefilly considered, DOE has facilities

in planning; under construction, in operation; in standby; in deactivation; in decontamination and

decommissioning; and in cleanup or waste management. It will be important in establishing a

cost-effective regulato~ fhnework to ensure the system is sufllciently flexible to allow the

regulator to weigh dfierences in facility age, expected life, and planned use while accounting for

adequate safety and compliance with standards.”

We believe that the cautions raised by Secretary O’Leary’s Working Group remain valid

today. A majority of DOE’s large facilities are one-of-a-kind and old and many do not have

documentation adequate to satisfi current licensing procedures. Many of these facilities were

constructed in the past under a difTerentset of safety requirements. These may require backfitting

to comply with today’s requirements. Many rquire expatise in dealing with hazards unique to
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the weapons production complex for which there is no parallel in the regulated nuclear industry.

“Giventhe complexity of DOE facilities, the Workirig Group recommended a phased

approach to external regzdatio~ with DOE Energy Research facilities transferred during the first

five years. DOE facilities range from accelerators, to research reactors, to spent nuclear fuel

storage facilities, to fbel processing canyons, to deactivating facilities, to environmental

restoration sites. Clearly, no single form of type of regulation will be suitable to tdl,

ActivitiesSince 1997

When Secretvy PcrI. .‘- took d!ice in 1997, we carefullyreviewed the analyses and

recommendations of the Advisory Committee on External Regulation of DOE Nuclear Safety, the

Deptimental Working Group on External Regulatio~ and the report of the National Academy of

Public Administration which focused on OSHA, Based on the findings of each of these studies -

that the transition to NRC and OSHA regulation would involve signKcant legal, kncia.1,

technical and procedural adjustments for each agency involved - the Secret~ determined that

additional information and real experience was needed to filly inform the transition process

What we learned from these reviews, Mr. Chairrnq was that if external regulation is to

work, we need to taclde major, complex issues. We also learned that it is one thing to address

these issues in a policy or analysis setting and quite another to put them into practice. We felt we

needed the benefit of more real-time tiormation on costs, resources, regulato~ approaches, and

benefits drawn from actual experience at the highly varied DOE complex with unique and

compelling hazards. In order to gain that real-time Monnation and experience, we decided to

develop a two-year pilot program The pilot program is allowing us to simulate actual regulation
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including evaluation of a specific facility, its standards, requirements, procedures, practices,

and activitiesagainst standards that the NRC believe would be appropriate given

work and hazards at that facility.

Complexity of the issues also has been raised by our laboratory directors.

the nature of the

Dr. Eastman of

ArgonnerecentlywrotetoChairmanJosephMclladethatwhilehewassupportiveofexternal

regulatio~ksuessuchasPrice-AndersonActliabilityprotectionneed to be resolved. He firther

noted that “given the wide range of nuclear activities .....fhrther pilot programs should be

conducted in facilities that have greater hazards to evaluate better the appropriateness of NRC

regulation in that context “ D: G-o!dstonof the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory calls for a

carefil transition saying that, “if we proceed too quickly I am concerned that what may, at fist

glance, seem like a simple transition can have adverse consequences on Laboratory research and

operations.”

In pursuing the two year pilot progrm it has been our intent to evaluate what we learn

from these projects, along with what we have learned born a number of DOE facilities already

under NRC regulation such as tlw gaseous dfision plants, and what we have learned from the

transition to regulation to the Environmental Protection Agency.

I want to reinforce to the Committee that, as was the case in the environmental area, this

transition will not bean easy one. From our direct experience, we have encountered serious

issues and potential obstacles that we must addressas legislation is prepared. I’d like to

summarize just a few.

Cost. If not carefblly managed, the potential cost of a transition to cxtemal regulation of

DOE facilities could be signi.6cant. The Working Group report estimates that, although NRC
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regulation of the DOE complex could reduce total safety and health operating costs, it could also

more than double those costs -- -from$1.5 billion today to more than $3.1 billion. This does not

include the cost of aqiditionalresources for OSHA and NRC. We learned that the potential for

increased CQstsis real born our direct experience at the two gaseous dfision plants - DOE

facilitiesnow being operated by the United States Etichment Corporation. DOE’s cost for

coming into compliance with Depe@nent standards during the NRC cetication process

exceeded $200 million in Fiscal Year 1996. It should be noted that DOE would have expended

about ~o-thirds of these costs over an extended period of operations

DOE Stewardship.k theowmeroffederalfacilities,DOE hasresponsibilitiestothe

taxpayer to accomplish its missions and manage its contractors with the pmdent expenditure of

appropriated finds. Cefiain licensing options may hinder or otherwise restrict this ability, such as

the ability of the Secretary and other Deptiment managers to hire and fire our contractors. As we

learned w-ithour experience at Brookhaven National Laborato~, changing contractors is

sometimes the onlyoption for effectingneededimprovementsin safetyculture.

DeterminationofLicensee.Asnotedabove, it is impofiant to analyze various licensing

options to determine if a particular option allows the Department to effectively carry out its

mission. For example, concerns have been raised whether the Department, as the party with

ultimate line management responsibility for safety, can fblfill its obligations without being a license

holder.

If we were to make our contractors the licensees at DOE facilities, it would be very

difficult for us to decide to compete a contract at the expiration of a management and operating

(M&O) contract. Assume, for example, that contractor “X” is the licensee of an NRC regulated
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facility, Under current practice, DOE would likely have a five year initial contract with that M&O

contractor, with a five year renewal option. What would happen at the expiration of either

contract term. Could we readdy compete the M&O contract? Who would want to mmpete if the

competition required an NRC Iicense transfer proceeding? Making the M&O contractor the NRC

licensee could easily chill our realistic competitive options.

Compliance Agreements. The Department has established more than 100 enforceable

agreements with the Environmental Protection Agenq and States to address the requirements and

corrective actions needed to comply with a broad range of environmental laws. A number of

these agiee.ments contai.r spectic mdestcmes -- required work and timetables for completing that

work - that apply to radioactive and mixed waste A transition to NRC regulation will require

that we carefully review these agreements to ensure that existing enforceable requirements are

consistent with the nuclear safety requirements established for NRC licensing

h~C Deactivation and Decommissioning (D&D) Requirements. NRC and DOE take

different approaches to requirements for D&D. NRC requires licensees to estimate D&D costs

and commit that such fhnds will be obtained when necessary. NRC fimher requires that licensees

complete decommissioning activities within a specified tirnefiame after operations stop. DOE

makes D&D decisions solely on the basis of safety concerns, mission priorities, and tiding

availability; the imposition of an NRC structure that does not dovetail with DOE’s D&D process

could result in lengthy delays and substantial additional costs These issues have been

satisfactorily resolved for the gaseous diffusion facilities although the resolution of these issues

rquired legislation and additional regulatory changes.

Cost of‘Bacldltting’ Requirements. ‘Back6tting’ refers to the process of determining
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what is required for older facilities and activities to meet safety requirements for which they were

not designed. The NRC imposes a cmthenefit test on a proposed backfit, unless the backfit is

considered necessaxy for adequate protection. These upgrades must then be cpmpleted ftily

expeditiotisly or operations must cease. As the Committee is aware, many DOE facilities,

including those at the laboratories, were not built to meet current requirements. While DOE has

upgraded facilities and systems critical to maintain safe operations, building and system drawings

and other safety documentation for older buildings have not been maintained to accurately reflect

changes over years of operations

DOE’s approach has been to perform its national security, science and environmental

missions safely and with effective expenditure of appropriated finds. Reconstruction of these

configurations essential to bacIc5t determinations could be very costly. DOE also has specific

concerns not encountered in the commercial sector. First, many of our operations cannot be shut

down either because they accomplish national security or other essential governmental missions or

because the hazards themselves do not permit cessation of activities (e.g., hazardous radioactive

wastes in tanks) Second, the federal budget process does not always permit appropriated finds

to be applied to projects that are not considered during the annual budget process. Thus, costly

backfits must be planned and budgeted several years in advance.

Multiple Overlapping Regulators. Under the “Agreement State” provisions of the

Atomic Energy Act, NRC can delegate a portion ofitsauthorityforregulatingradioactive

material to States that have programs adequate to protect public health and safety. The NRC

cannot currently confer on Agreement States its authorities to regulate federal fdties. An

important policy issue, which should be addressed in the legislative process, is whether confeming
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additional authority on Agreement States is in the best interest of public health and safety. The

benefits of Agreement State authority would have to be weighed against the potential for the

Department to be faced with difFenngregulatory requirements in difFerentstates.

States may also contract with a local government to petiom certain elements of the

regulatory progr~ rncluding inspection and licensing, These circumstances cdd lead to

mu!tiple regulators under the same statute and possibly inconsistent requirements horn State to

State In additio~ NRC would still be regulating the processing, use and disposal of special

nuclear materials being used in most DOE facilities and laboratories. This would require NRC

and Agreement States to regulate different aspects of a site’s radiation protection program, with

the potential for conflict, inefficiency and increased cost,

Legislative Changes The decision to subject DOE non-defense laboratories to

regulation by the NRC will tiect dozens of statuto~ provisions born DOE’s primary enabling

statutes and will require careful attention. These are sumrnarized at the end of my testimony

Changes to the numerous provisions may also affect other statutes, such as the Occupational

Safety and Health Act.

In addition to the statutory provisions, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s authority

would have to be expanded to include such things as accelerators and a statutory alternative to

licensing may be necessary for existing DOE facilities which cannot be economically back fitted to

meet current NRC licensing standards. Also, substantial changes to both NRC’s and DOE’s

regulations and DOE’s Orders will be required.

Transition considerations. The transition to external regulation must be done carefully

so that it is supportive of the Department’s efforts already undcmvay to strengthen and streamline
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its internal safety management system. Over the past few years, DOE has made significant

progress in improving safety management and implementing petiormance-based Wgement of

its contractors. The Department must maintain its focus on Integrated Safety Management

throu~out the transitio~ and take steps to ensure that both the Department and the external

regulators have the expertise required to deal with the diverse hazards and di.flicultsituations at

the DOE complex. In add.itioq all reviews have agreed that the Department must retain -

separate horn organizations with responsibilities for carrying out DOE’s missions - a competent

and focused “corporate” safety management fimction of the sort typical of corporations that

operate large facilities,

Mr Chairrmq the list could go on. As we described to the GAO, we, in conjunction with

the NRC, have designed and are implementing our pilot program to provide Mormation that will

help us resolve these and other issues

hRC/DOE PilotProgram

The NRC/DOE pilot program has as its objectives

to determine the value added by NRC regulatory oversight,

to test various approaches to regulation that might be more appropriate to DOE nuclear
facilities;

to determine the costs to both DOE and the NRC associated with NRC regulation of the
pilot facilities and other similar DOE facilities;

to evaluate alternative regulatory relationships between NRC, DOE, and DOE contractors
at the pilot facilities.

to ident@ DOE contract changes that would be needed to provide for NRC oversight of
contractor operations,
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b toident~ issues and potential solutions associated with a transition to NRC oversight of
DOE nuclear facilities; and

b to identw legislative and regulatory changes necessary or appropriate to provide for NRC
regulatory oversight of DOE nuclear facilities.

For each pilot, DOE and NRC develop a detailed work plan with extensive participation

management and workers. Mer sufhcient information is obtained and analyzed for each of the

pilot facilities, DOE and NRC stfiprepare a report that addresses the above objectives. Each

report will discuss the facility’s compliance with NRC requirements and issues related to NRC

regulating the pilot facility

In conducting the pilot program we are taking a deliberate approach. Asessment

methodology and policy issues are being developed first using facilities that are well managed and

similar to those currently reguiated by NRC. We are in the process of ident@ing the next few

pilots that would fully explore all issues important to transition to external regulation by NRC

All pilots are selected jointly witl the NRC,

Afler consulting with the congressional committees that oversee DOE Defense facilities,

we decided to exclude these defense-related facilities and laboratories born the pilot program at

this time. Oversight of these facilities is currently being performed by the Defense Nuclear

Facilities Safety Board. We are assuming that the Board will continue this oversight fbnction,

pending Congressional actions responding to the repoti required by Section 3202 of the National

Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1998 (P.L. 105-85).

Three pilots will be conducted during fiscal year 1998, These are the Lawrence Berkeley
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National Laboratory, the Radiochernical Engineering and Development Center at the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory and the Receiving Basin for O&siteFuel at the Savannah River site. Initial

planningforthe fo~ pilot, the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, is undenvay. A summary

of the pilot projects tq date follows.

I
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory PiJot. DOE andNRC heldastakeho]der

meetinginDecember 1997, all on-site reviews have been completed and the final report is

expected shortly. NRC reviewed Berkeley’s procedures, practices and activities against NRC

requirements, Prehminary feedback from NRC is that the radiological safety program at Berkeley

is adequate to protect public health and safety and worker safety at the site. Cost-savings are

possible depending upon which licensee model is selected.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory Radiochemical Engineering and Development

Center. The NRC held a stakeholder meeting in February 1998 and reviews are underway As

with the Berkeley pilot, NRC re~tiewedthe procedures, practices and activities against hXC

requirements Another onsite review is planned for the week of June first which will include a

brief ovemiew of other facilities at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory to see if the results of this

pilot could be extrapolated to the entire Oak Ridge National Laboratory. bother major objective

is for the NRC staff to interact with representatives ffom OSHA at the same facility and evaluate

regulatory interface issues.

Savannah River Receiving Basin for OffsiteFuel. Thispilotk just getting undeway.
.

A visittof~arizetheNRC withthesitek beingconductedthisweek.

Additional Pilot Projects
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We and the NRC plan to conduct three additional pilots in Fiscal Year 1999. We agree

with the GAO and other observers that these must be geared to assessing the applicability of NRC

regulatory approaches at more challenging facilities We plan to recommend that the three

additional pilots be conducted at~

b PacMc Northwest National Laboratories;

b One of the Department’s reactors at a multi-program laboratory; and

w An operating waste management or environmental restoration activity managed by the

Office of Environmental Management, and that is representative of the scope and

challenges of typical environmental projects

These additional pilots will provide additional information required for a joint decision as to

whether it is feasible to expand NRC regulation to the entire range of DOE facilities

OSHA Regulation of Worker Health and Safety

InMay 1993, formerSecretaryofEnergyHazelO’LearyannouncedthattheDepatment

would move to regulation by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration. Despite DOE’s

above average occupational safety record as compared with private industry, it was clear that

strengthened safety management and more uniform compliance would be benefits of OSHA

regulation. At the same time, the Secretaty recognized that there would be significant logistical

problems involved in this transition and also recognized concerns expressed by OSH.Athat
.

oversight of DOE would stress its limited budgetary and manpower resources. Since that time,

DOE has worked with the Department of Labor, OSU and the Oflice of Management and

Budget tc address these transition issues.
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I met with my counterpti at the Deprutrnent of Labor and OMB in November 1997 to

discuss the resources needed by OSHA to regulate DOE sites. We agreed on a path forward to

fhther explore external regulation of DOE which included at least one additional pilot at a site

involved ~ operations not already probed during a previous regulatory pilot at the Argonne

National Laboratory. This would provide OSHA the opportunity to gather information on

hazardous waste clean-up activities, radiation protection junsdictio~ and additional information

on tiordability and fmibility, all of which constitute significant implementation issues.

DOE and OH-IA are cumently planning a regulatory pilot at the Oak Ridge reservation

The pilot w!]]help refine am! e’dvw- tmnsition issues, focus on the site’s compliance status and

costs for DOE, and will provide opportunities to educate managers and workers regarding OSI-LA

regulation. The pilot will also provide an onsite opportunity for OSHA to evaluate regulato~

interface issues tith the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

In addition to issues related to external regulation of government-owned, contractor-

operated sites, DOE has been engaged in privatization of a number of sites no longer in use by the

government, or parts of larger sites that may still have operations under DOE’s control. Since

January 1996, DOE has sought to ensure that privatized facilities no longer covered by the

Atomic Energy Act are formally transfemed to OSHA’Sregulatory jurisdiction. The mo agencies

have established a process whereby DOE provides information to OSHA about a particular site,

and OSHA reviews issues related to that site todeterminewhetheritcanacceptjurisdiction.The

agencies then publish a joint Federal Register notice to announce the transfer of responsibility, To

date, OSHA has formally accepted jurisdiction for two of the approximately 60 facilitiesthathave

been or will be privatized over the next two years. OSHA has prepared a draft privatization plan
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to establish criteria for their acceptance of such sites. DOE recently provided comments on that

pla and discussions are expected to continue. Resources are one issue, but there are others

dealing with the presence of radiation hazards and other technical and policy areas of concern to

OSHA that need to be resolved before additional transfers can occur, The types of problems

encountered in the area of privatization provide some indication of those which maybe

encountered as we proceed with the larger issue of external regulation.

In order for external regulation to work OSHA must have the proper authorization and

must develop an appropriate regulatory regime New safety standards for specific safety issues

must be developed That will take time and resources, We, and OS~ must have both or

external regulation will not work in a manner that assures adequate health and safety protection

Response to GAO Report
.

Awe indicated in our formal comments to the GAO, we disagree with their finding that

the Department is not committed to external regulation of worker and nuclear safety As I have

indicated, we are proceeding in a carefid and methodical manner to identifi regulato~ and

institutional iss~es associated with implementing external regulation. The DOE Working Group

identified the use of pilots as a possible method for collecting tionnation about the detailed

regulatory tiormation necessary for implementing external regulation under both final options

The Deptutrnent, t’ogether with its partners at NRC and 0S% is now pur~ing this approach of

using pilots to examine regulatory issues on the ground at real facilities.

A indicated in mytestimony,we areproceedingwithaphased approach under which we

will sequentially identifj classes of candidate facilities for external regulation. We intend to
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embark on complex pilots at facilities such as nuclear reactors, environmental restoration or wast e

management. Thesewillprovidethe~ormationwe needtomakeadeckiontoexpandNRC
I

regulation to additional DOE facilities.

Conclusion

Mr. Ch- the Department is ready to move fonvard now to work with you and

others to develop a path fonvard to externally regulate single purpose Energy Research

laboratories. As I have noted in my testimony today, other DOE facilities will be considered only

after weighing the firrancid d p:~gwm.matic costs of external regulation against its obvious

benefits

Let me conclude by reafhnning the Depmment’s commitment to work with the Congress
.

and other agencies in the Administration to explore and resolve all of the complex technical,

management, and legal issues surrounding the transition to external regulation

This completes my statement, Mr Chairman I look fonvard to hearing f+ommy

colleagues and would be pleased to answer any questions
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The following is a list of statutory provisions from DOE’s primary enabling statutes which maybe
tiected if DOE’s non-defmse activities bemme subject to regulation by the NRC. It does not
necessarily denote what provisions would have to be amended because that would depend on the
approach and extent of the legislation. In additio~ changes to the following provisions may affect
other statutes, such as the Occupational Safety and Health Act.

From the AtomicEhergyAct of 1954:

Section 11.s.(Definition of person);

Section 31.d.(Requires research assistance contracts to provide for the protection of
health and minimize danger to life or property);

Section 4 1.b.(2)(C).(Requires contract provisions for the operation of DOE’s production
facilities obligating the contractor to comply with DOE’s safety and security regulations);

Section 108(Permits DOE when Congress has declared a state of war to order the entry
into any plant or facility to recapture special nuclear material or to operate a commercial
utilization or production facility when it finds it necessay to the common defense and security),

Section 11O.a.(Excludes processing, fabncatio~ or refining special nuslear material, the
separation of special nuclear material, or the separation of special nuclear material born other
substance under contract with ant?for the account of DOE and the construction or operation of
facilities under contract with amdfor the account of DOE born the requirement to be licensed),

Section 111a.(Exempts Fom NRC regulation byproduct material distributed by DOE
pursuant to Section 82);

Section 161.b.,(Authorizes DOE to establish rules and regulations, including to promote the
common defense and security or to protect health or to minimize danger to life or property),

Section 161.i.(3)(Authorizes DOE to prescxibe regulations or orders to govern any
activity authorized under the AE~ including standards and restrictions governing the design,
locatio~ and operation of facilities used in such activity, in order to protect health and to
minimize danger to life or prope~);

Section 161.k.(~thorizes members, officers, employees, contractor and subcontractor
employees to carzy firearms and make arrests in the discharge of their official duties in the interest
of the common defense and security for the protection of propexty under the jurisdiction of the
United States and located at facilities owned by or contracted to the United States or being
transported to or from such facilities);
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Section 170. (“INDEMNIFICATION AN LIMITATION OF LIABILITY’ -Price-hderson
Act),

Section 229. (Authorizes DOE to issue regulations relating to entry upon or @g,
transporting, or introducing dangerous weapons, explosives, or other dangerous instrument into
or upon any DOE Wation);

Section 234+ (Permits the imposition of fies and penalties for violation of DOE’s
nuclear safety regulations);

Sections 311-318 (Relates to the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board);

Section 1313.(Imparts certain authorities relating to security to the United States
Enrichment Corp. (USEC));

Section 1403(f).(Extends Price-Anderson coverage to USEC from DOE)

From the Ener~ Reorganization Act of 1974:

Section 203(c)(Excludes from NRC regulato~ authority under section 203 the fimctions
of DOE relating to the safe operation of its facilities);

Section 204(c)(Exciudes from NRC regulatory authority under section 204 the functions
of DOE relating to safeguarding special nuclear materials, high-level radioactive wastes and
nuclear facilities under DOE’s jurisdiction),

Section 205(d)(Excludes from NRC regulatory authority under section 205(a) and (b) and
section 201 the safety of activities within DOE’s jurisdiction);

Section 21 l(a)(2)(D) (I.ncludescontractors or subcontractors to DOE indemnified under
section 170 (Price-Anderson) within the definition of “employer” for the purposes of providing
“whistle-blower” protection);

Section 2 11~)(1). (Prohibits either NRC or DOE”fiom delaying taking appropriate action
with respect to an allegation of a substantitd safety hazard on the basis of a complaint under this
section *sing from such allegation or an investigation by the Secretary in response to such
complaint).
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5. REGULATORY APPROACHES: MECHANISMS AND
MODELS

5.1 REGULATORY MECHANISMS

The team considered a variety of possible regulatory mechanisms, including a specific license. a
general license. a broad-scope license. a Master Materials License. concurrence. orders. and
certification along the lines of the United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) model. On the

basis of NRC-s experience and practice in applying these mechanisms to existing regulated
facilities. the regulator would implement these options in different ways. depending on the
.‘.aracteristics and risks associated with a DOE facility or a~.1vity under review. Since DOE.S
facilities and hazards differ widely, it maybe that a “one size fits all” regulatory approach would
not work. For example. broad-scope licenses may be suitable for research facilities. and a
specific license could be issued for spent fuel storage facilities.

For this pilot project. a broad-scope license is being considered as the prefemed regulatory
mechanism because

● licensing, where possible, is the preferred NRC regulatory mechanism and

● the current LBNL program is most similar to those of existing NRC and Agreement State
broad-scope licensees regulated under 10 CFR Part 33 or compatible State requirements.

The LBNL has a Radiation Safety Committee (RSC), as well as a Radiological Control Manager

(analogous to a Radiation Safety Officer). to review and approve uses of radioactive material and
radiation-producing machines. A typical NRC broad-scope license involves NRC programmatic

review of the radiation protection program before license issuance. Mer license issuance. the
licensee. rather than the NRC. issues permits for the use of the licensees facilities to individual
users.

A Master Materials License was also considered. This type of license has been issued to other
Federal agencies. such as the non-weapons (civilian) programs at the Department of the Navy and
the Department of the Air Force. and has enabled these departments to operate, under NRC

oversight. a nationwide permit and inspection program for all departmental users of byproduc~
source. and special nuclear material. The DOE has chosen not to pursue a Master Materials
License. which would have required DOE to maintain a centralized permit and inspection
program for all of its facilities, reducing the benefits that are expected to result from transferring
these responsibilities to an external regulator. Consequently, a broad-scope license was chosen as
the basis for regulatory oversight of LBNL. The results of the onsite review by NRC indicated
that the Radiation Protection Program (RPP) at LBNL cw.!d be licensed under NRC standards.

The broad-scope l’icense would identi~ safety requirements as specific license conditions and the
licensee(s) would be required to fidfill commitments made in the application and in the supporting
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information submitted as a result of the NRC review of the application. These conditions
complement NRC”s regulations and represent additional requirements deemed necessary for this
particular facility. NRC would exercise continuing regulatory oversight through inspections to

ensure compliance with license conditions and other requirements. Periodic modification or
renewal of the license would be based on appropriate NRC review and would be supported by

safety and environmental evaluations. Before terminating a license. the licensee(s) would be
required to fulfill cenain requirements for releasing sites or transferring their oversight to another
regulatory entity.

5.2 FOUR LICENSING MODELS

“Fourpossible models were identified for issuink ~ license to LBNL:

1.

7-.

3.

4.

DOE-only broad-scope license

UC-only broad-scope license

joint DOE/UC broad-scope license

dual broad-scope licenses

LBNL activities most closely resemble licensed activities at the National Institutes of Health and
large universities. both of which hold broad-scope materials licenses. An NRC broad-scope
materials license can be issued under the provisions of 10 CFR Part 33. An applicant for a broad-
scope materials license must demonstrate that it is qualified and that the facility has been or will
be adequately designed. built. and operated to meet NRC regulatory requirements. The applicant
must establish administrative controls and provisions relating to organization and management.
procedures. recordkeeping, material control. and accounting. and management reviews that are
necessary to assure safe operations. These controls ~d provisions include ( 1) the establishment
of a radiation sa[ety committee comprising such persons as a radiological safety ofllcer, a
representative of management. and persons trained and experienced in the safe use of radioactive
materials and accelerators; (2) the appointment of a radiological safety off]cer who is qualified by
training and experience in radiation protection. and who is available to give advice and assistance
on radiological safety matters. Other specific controls and provisions include controls for the
procurement and use of radioactive materials: control of the design. construction. and operation of
facilities that use radioactive materials; controls for the completion of safety evaluations of

proposed uses of radioactive materials. which take into consideration such matters as the
adequacy of facilities and equipment. training and experience of the user and the operating or

handling procedures: and controls on the review. approval. and recording by the radiation safety
committee of safety evaluations as called for ‘hove.

Typically, NRC licenses the entity that owns the facilities and materials, which is usually the
entity carrying out licensed activities. DOE owns the facilities and materials at LBNL and leases
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the land from UC. which owns the land. DOE contracts with UC to operate and manage the
facilities. It maybe argued that the M&O contract between UC and DOE alleviates some of the

level of control concerns. For instance. (JC has exercised final decisionmaking aut oriry for

many of the criteria established in SEC Y-97-304. 1

Under the NRC regulatory iiarnework. this is known as a “non-owner operator”’ of licensed
activities. The extent to which DOE, the owner. can delegate safety functions to the manager and
operator. UC. without circumventing NRC “s regulations is an issue. Typical] y, NRC holds its

licensees responsible for all licensed activities. even if some activities are carried out by
contractors. Depending on the type of contracting arrangement and the level of control given to
the contractor by the licensee. the issue becomes whether the contractors have assumed such
significant responsibility for licensed acti.~{ties that the contractors should be added to the license.

For many years. DOE has contracted with the University of California for its expertise and UC
serves as the management and operating (M&O) contractor for LBNL. As defined in the Federal
Acquisition P.egu!ation. a rnaragernem and operating contract contemplates a special, close. long
term relationship between the contractor and DOE whereby the contractor operates, maintains or
supports. on DOE’s behalf, a government-owned facility wholly or principally devoted to one or
more major programs of DOE. the contracting federal agency. The contractor is expected to have
a high level of expertise and continuity of operations and personnel. M&O’s have long been
regarded in many circumstances as DOE’s alter ego Perfoming at least some of DOE’s statutory
duties and responsibilities. This is a form of contracting unique to DOE.

The NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (_NRR) is in the process of developing criteria
regarding licensing of non-owner operators for 10 CFR Pm 50 licenses for power reactors. (See

SECY-97- 144, “Potential Policy Issues Raised by Non-Owner Operators,” dated July 11. 1997;
SECY-97-304, “Response to Staff Requirements Memorandum: SECY-97- 144, ‘Potential Policy
Issues Raised by Non-Owner Operators.’ “ dated December 31, 1997; and the Commission’s
Staff Requirements Memorandum. SECY-97-304, dated February 5, 1998.) Therein, the NRR
staff developed proposed criteria regarding changes to nuclear power plant operating entities by
which the need for a review under 1C)CFR 50.80 (transfer of licenses) can be measured. In the

materials licensing area there has not been a previous need for development of similar criteria..
The Commission approved interim use of the criteria for nuclear reactors in the Staff
Requirements Memorandum of February 5, 1998. Although LBNL has no nuclear reactors and

has no intention of acquiring any. by analogy, the criteria developed to judge whether contracting
a.mqements amount to a transfer of a license are useful considerations in deciding who should

be the licensee at LBNL.

The NRR staff focused the criteria around the concept of final decisionmaking authority: If an
operating service company gives advice but does not make the final decision in a particular area
then there has been no transfer of operating authority for that area. For power reactors, the NRR
considers who has the authority to
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● shut down for repairs:

● start up the plant:

● approve licensee event reports:

● decide whether to make a 10 CFR 50.72 report:

“ make operability determinations:

●. change staffing levels:

● make organizational changes:

.*. defer repairs:

● make quality assurance decisions (selecting audits. approving audit reports. accepting audit
responses);

● determine budget and spending levels:

● continue operation with equipment problems:

“ control the design of the facility; and

● continue operations or permarmtly cease operation.

If an operating entity is gmnted final decisionmaking authority (which is essentially a command

and control managerial and tec”hical fbnction) in any of these areas, then the staff would judge
that a review under 10 CFR 50.80 should be pursued by the licensee and the transferee may have
to become a licensee.

Applying the principle of who makes the final decisions in particular licensing matters would. in
the LBNL situation. limit the extmt to which DOE could delegate responsibility to UC without
UC becoming a licensee. With these applicant requirements ( 10 CFR Part 33) and licensing

insights in mind. the advantages and disadvantages of the four licensing models can be developed.

Under each of the options. NRC would issue a license to the applicant(s) afier a full review of the
license application. The choice of licensee determines the responsibilities for establishing
administrative procedures to assure command and control of procurement, creation. and use of
radioactive materials. The adequacy and efficacy of facilities and equipment. training and
experience of the user. and operating or handling procedures would be taken int,o consideration.

5.2.1 “DOE ONLY” LICENSE

Under this option. a broad-scope license would be issued to DOE in order to control the principal
safety functions at LBNL. ihe Secretary of Energy or a designee would sign the application for
the license.
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There would be some inherent limitations on how much responsibility for complying With NRC

requirements could be delegated to UC to avoid what amounts to a transfer of the license to UC.
The establishment of a Radiation Safety Committee whose principal responsibility is to ensure
safety at a licensed facility is an important aspect of a broad-scope license. Because of the
significance of the RSC. DOE, not the contractor, must have control over the RSC. In its contract
with UC, DOE would have to ensure that all contractor activities are perfopned in accordance
with the license and other NRC requirements. Finally, the ultimate decisionrnaking authority
with regard to licensed Iactivities would reside with DOE. Consequently. DOE would need

additional technical and safety expertise to direct contractor activities. essentially duplicating the

level of expertise that UC. as the manager and operator. would need.

As the sole licensee. DOE “mold be responsible for demonstrating LBNL compliance I’tith NRC
requirements and. therefore, would be subject to fines and penalties for noncompliance.
Presumably, DOE would take action against UC if UC were deemed responsible. As stated
earlier, DOE would establish a significant infrastructure for managerial and technical oversight
(e.: . irywrtions ~nd mdit~ cf LE?F.’Lm!iation safety involvement and other aspects of
operation). UC would be required to work with DOE oversight groups on matters affecting its
regulatory posture with the NRC. Finally, DOE would be direct] y accountable for meeting
license conditions. and UC would not be directly accountable. Of the licensing options. only this
model would result in NRC having little or no impact on the decision to termimte an existing
contract or qualifj a potential new contractor. As long as DOE controls are in conformance with
the license. approving the qualifications of a contractor is strictly a DOE decision.

Advantages

● DOE would be free to change its contractor without NRC licensing actions, as long as the
contractor was not delegated fundamental safety finctions.

● DOE would be directly involved with NRC regulatory actions that might impact DOE missions
and finding of programs.

● This is a customary regulatory approach since the fhnding organization and the party
responsible for safety in the event of a violation are the same.

Disadvantages

●

●

●

DOE would be required to possessor develop additional technical and safety expertise to direct
contractor activities.

DOE would need to establish a significant new infmtructure of inspections and auditing of
LBNL radiation safety programs and an increased onsite presence. This could result in
additional oversight imposed on the contractor.

DOE would still have a potential conflict of interest between mission and safety.
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5.2.2 “UC ONLY” LICENSE

UC. by definition and practice. has always exercised a great deal of control of and directed the

operations at LBNL. In light of LBNL’s excellent safety record. unusual ownerloperator

circumstances. longevity and the unique mode of contracting, a persuasive case can be made for
the UC only licensee model.

If NRC were to issue the license to l_TConly. UC would be responsible for radiation safety

through its license. An alternative method of fhnding radiation safety would be required to ensure
that DOE requests adequate funding from Congress for compliance with NRC requirements.
Without DOE on the license. NRC would carry out the DOE regulatory oversight responsibilities
“with regard to radiation safety. The existing UC-chaired RSC would continue. perhaps with some

realignment of functions (e.g.. the RSC would need to expand its fictions into waste
management activities. which are not currently under the purview of the RSC). Under this
scenario, DOE could reduce its presence at LBNL for radiation safety. since NRC would be
eniorcing raciianon sa.iety rexpurements. However. DOE would likely perform corporate style
audits of LBNL. UC would be subject to enforcement action. including fines and penalties unless
exempted by Congress. (UC prefers such an exemption.) Although UC would be the licensee.
DOE would retain ownership responsibilities for the facilities but DOE would not be directly
involved with NRC on licensing and enforcement matters.

UC wculcl be responsible for demonstrating compliance with NRC*S D&D regulations. NRC
would accept documentation, from a person of authority within DOE. assuring the availability of

the D&D funds when needed. This would be consistent with NRC regulatory practice for
contractors doing work at milita~ installations. This issue could also be handled in the legislation
authorizing external regulation.

If DOE were to change contractors. selection of the new contractor would remain a DOE decision.
UC would be obiigated to carry out its safety fitrtctions under the terms of its license until NRC
allows its license to be transferred. Once the new contractor is selected. an application for transfer
of the license must be submitted. This transfer process could take several months. (Since UC

owns the land. it is rather unlikely that there would be a change in contractor for LBNL.) NRC
would need to make a determination that the new contractor is qualified to carry out the safety

fimctions at LBNL before NRC could transfer the license to the new contractor. This could affect
DOE-S ability to easily change its contractor.

UC believes that Congress would have to waive the principle of sovereign immunity in order for
NRC to relinquish jurisdiction over a DOE contractor, operating a DOE facility, to an
Agreement State.

Further details regarding the UC views on sovereign and intergovernmental immunity are found
in Appendix G.
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Acfvantages

● UC. the entity in charge of day-tc-da! management and operations. would be accountable for

radiation safety.

● NRCregulato~ actiomwould godirectly totheorgmi~tion pefioming the work.

● DOE would not have to possess or develop the technical and safety ex~rtise to control

licensed activities and would need no continuous presence at LBNL for radiation safety.

c The existing UC-chaired RSC could continue as constituted, with only minor realignment of
functions.

.- DOE fi.mctionsrelating to oversight of radiation saf+y would decrease significantly, lessening
DOE”S potential conflict of interest between mission and safety.

Disadvantages

● The licensee would not have full fiscal authority, independent of DOE fiscal controls. to

initiate any NRC-required or licensee-identified actions. h alternate method may be required
to ensure Congressional funding for compliance with NRC requirements.

● DOE would still retain ownership responsibilities. e.g.. tiding and accomplishment of DOE

missions. with less ability to influence contractor radiation safety activities or other aspects of
management and operations.

● If DOE wished to change contractors. NRC would have to approve the transfer of the license
(i.e. , NRC would have to determine that the new contractor is qualified to engage in the
licensed activity).

● DOE would not be a direct parry to any regulatory actions that might impact mission or
ownership interest.

5.2.3 JOINT DOE/UC LICENSE

The joint DOE/UC broad-scope license model is most similar to that seen in licenses for power
reactors owned by multiple corporations. Using this model. NRC would issue a single license to
DOE and UC. The respective roles and responsibilities of DOE and UC would be identified in
the license. DOE would be responsible for maintaining a qualified contractor in control of the site
and UC would be responsible for cartying out all safety fhnctions. NRC would rely on the
designation of the roles and responsibilities defined by the license to identifi the responsible party
for initiating enforcement actions If the violation was solely caused by the actions of UC, the
enforcement action could be brought against UC. If responsibility for the violation cannot be
assigned to one party, the enforcement action could ‘e brought against both DOE and UC. In that
case. DOE and UC would be jointly and severally liable for any penalties. Identification of the
culpable party would be the responsibility of DOE and UC to determine. DOE could choose to
restructure oversight to a corporate-style assurance process and leave day-to-day oversight
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responsibilities to UC. or DOE could reduce its involvement even liuther. If the operator of
LBNL were to change. NRC would need to make a determination that the new contractor is
qualified to carry out the safety functions at LBNL before NRC could transfer the license to the
new contractor.

Advantages

●

● ✌

✎ ✎

●

●

●

The joint DOE/UC license model is most consistent with current NRC licensing practices in
which multiple corpora~ions are involved. provided that one designated ‘-operator”’ is defined as

the lead for the multiple parties.

DOE has flexibility in choosing the depth and breadth of oversight fimctions.

Roles and responsibilities can be defined in the license and joint licensing would assure that
both UC and DOE would be able to participate in licensing and regulatory matters.

Depending upon the assignment of safety and oversight responsibilities. DOE may not have to
possess or develop the techmcal and safety expertise to direct contractor activities and would
need no continuous presence at LBNL to ensure radiation safety, since UC would be
responsible for performing most safety functions.

The existing UC-chaired RSC could continue as constituted. with only minor realignment of
functions.

Disadvantages

A DOE choice to establish an infrastructure of inspections and auditing of LBNL radiation
safety programs. would add to DOE costs and would create dual DOEOJRC oversight while
providing no additional safety benefit.

If DOE wished to change contractors. NRC would have to approve the transfer of the license

(i.e.. NRC would have to determine that the new contractor is qualified to engage in the
licensed activity).

NRC regulato~ actions would require coordination with DOE and UC. and between DOE and
UC. If the roles and responsibilities are not clearly defined under the license. this model could
blur accountability for safety p&formance and could complicate regulatory and enforcement
actions.

DOE might have to have greater involvement in the day-to-day operations of LBNL.
depending on the responsibilities assigned by the license to DOE.

DOE and UC must allocate resources and devote time to identify the culpable party in any
given enforcement action.
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5.2.4 DUAL LICENSES

Two separate licenses would be issued. one to DOE and one to UC. speci~ing the ~oles and

responsibilities of each party. DOE. as the owner. would be responsible for maintaining a

qualified contractor. UC, as the operational entity, would be responsible for catging out all

safety fimctions. The process for changing the contractor would take place as described above in
the UC-only or the joint-license model.

Enforcement would be directed against the culpable party and would be governed by the terms of
the specific license. This would require NRC either to clearly determine the culpable party (or
parties) before taking enforcement action or to cite both licensees. Practically speaking, NRC will
“not be in a position to clearly determii,. the culpable party or parties and will likely cite both
licensees. Therefore. this model is essentially the same as the joint model.

UC believes that Congress would have to waive the principle of sovereign immunity in order for
NRC to relinquish jurisdiction over a DOE contractor. operating a DOE facility, to an Agreement
State.

Advantages

● DOE would not have to possess or develop the technical and safety expertise to control
licensed activities and would need no continuous presence at LBNL for radiation safety.

● The existing UC-chaired RSC could continue as constituted. with only minor realignment of
fimctions.

Disadvantages

● Documentation of DOE allocations to the contractor and specification of how the Iimds must
be used will need to be much more detailed to account for potential inquiries concerning
whether the DOE approved or disapproved requests for compliance- related finds.

● NRC has never issued two licenses for the same facility because no benefit has been identified

for such an approach.

● If DOE wished to change contractors. NRC would have to approve the transfer of the license
(i.e. . NRC would have to determine that the new contractor is qualified to engage in the
licensed activity).
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5.3 PREFERRED LICENSING OPTIONS

5.3.1 THE NRC TEAM PREFERRED MODEL

The NRC team prefers to license the operator by issuing a license to UC only. This model

combines the major advantages of the other models. and eliminates most of the disadvantages.
DOE would neither be required to maintain its infrastructure and auditing process . as it now
exists. for LBNL radiation safety programs nor to create dual DOE,RRC oversight. thus
significantly reducing the costs of regulation. DOE would not have to possess or develop the

technical and safety expertise to direct contractor activities on safety matters. The UC-only

licensing model may be especially workable at LBNL because. as discussed. it is unlikely
(although possible) that DOE would change contractors. Further. UC is the only DOE contractor
operating this laboratory complex, thus. establishing a clear and unequivocal line of responsibility
for complying with the license. Without DOE being named on the license. there would be less of
a potential for DOE to be involved in licensed activities. reducing the potential for dual regulation
of safety matters at LBNL. Requesting adequate tiding for radiation safety programs. liability.
and decommissioning would remain a DOE Federal Government responsibility, and may need to
be addressed in legislation. The LBNL RSC could continue as constituted. with some minor
realignment of functions.

The license would be issued with UC named as the operator of LBNL if. among other things (see
10 CFR Part 33). UC is qualified and has adequate equipment and UC has established
administrative controls and provisions relating to organization and management. procedures,
recordkeeping, material control ard accounting, and management reviews that are necessary to
ensure safe operations. including Thefollowing::

● the establishment of an RSC cc,mposed of such persons as a Radiological Safety Officer, a
representative of management. and persons trained and experienced in the safe use of
radioactive materials and accelerators:

“ the appointment of a Radiological Safety Officer who is qualified by training and experience in
radiation protection and who would be available to advise and assist on radiological safety
matters: and

● the establishment of administrative procedures. These procedures must ensure ( 1) the control
of procurement. creation. and use of radioactive materials and the control of the design,
construction. and operation of accelerators: (2) the completion of safety evaluations of

proposed uses of radioactive materials and uses of accelerators that weigh such matters as the
adequacy of facilities and equipment. training, and the experience of the user and the operating
or handling procedures: and (3) the review. approval. and recording by the RSC of safety
eval~auons as enumerated in items (1) and (2).
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5.3.2 DOE-PREFERRED MODEL

In its discussion of who should be the licensee at LBNL. DOE analyzed the four licensing options
and its advantages an~ disadvantages. We also focused on the problems to be addressed by

external regulation and whether these options accommodate the Department’s
interests/responsibilities.

The LIC only option was proposed to the DOE Steering CommitteeJ as the preferred position for
licensing at LBNL. In its final analysis. the Steering Committee decided that a license issued

solely to the University of California may be feasible at LBNL. but there are many unresolved
issues that must be tested during the conduct of fiture pilots before a final DOE position can be

“devei”tied. The merits of the UC oniy option, and issues/concem~ ~ discussed below.

DOE. as owner. has responsibiiities to accomplish its missions. manage its contractors. and fund
programs including ensuring prudent expenditure of appropriated finds. Pursuant to the terms
and conditions of its contract UC. as manager and operator, has responsibilities to operate DOE
facilities safeiy and efficiently.

A license issued soieiy to UC may be the best approach for licensing at LBNL. LBNL is a
relatively small. low hazard. weil managed facility. Under the UC only model liability rests with
the party that operates the faciiity and is directly responsible for safety. However, some would
argue that this option may not be appropriate in light of the Department’s continuing ownership
responsibilities. such as funding and D&D. Moreover, the Department retains ultimate line
management responsibility for safety. Supporters of the contractor only option point out, that
these responsibilities could be adequately addressed in legislation. NRC, however, is concerned
that addressing DOE’s funding responsibilities in legislation would prevent it from bringing
enforcement actions directly against DOE. The Department of Justice would have to enforce
these provisions.

Both ownership and operational roies and responsibilities can be affected by regulatory actions.
As such. both DOE and UC shouid be heid accountable and responsible for their respective roies
by cleariy defined licensing terms and conditions. Therefore. the joint licensing modei may be a
truer depiction of the realities of ownership and operations at LBNL. On the other hand. one can

argue that the joint modei may not satis@ the Department’s need for clarity on who is accountable

‘ The DOE Steering Committee is a group consisting UI upper management whose
purpose is to advice DOE staff on high level policy issue associated with the Pilot Program on
External Regulation.
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for safe operations. The Department has experienced under RCRA~ enforcement actions that
although roles and responsibilities are clearly defined in joint permits. enforcement actions

sometimes we not as clearly directed at the accountable party. This could also be the case with a

joint license issued by NRC.

Under all of the licensing models NRC has sole regulatory and enforcement responsibility. The
UC only model provides an advantage because it eliminates the perception of dual oversight.
Although DOE would no longer have regulatory oversight responsibility. it is likely that even
under the UC only model, the Department would establish a corporate audit function.

Contractor change-out can bean important consideration in NRC licensing since NRC has to be
-able to license the new contractor. NRC accomplishe- ●fis through a license transfer. LBNL is a
unique situation in that UC owns the land while DOE owns the buildings and equipment which
lessen the likelihood of contractor change out. Nevertheless, NRC and DOE staff have discussed
an approach that would allow NRC to participate in deciding the qualifications of new
contmctors. whi!e gi~.ing !X2E the flexibility to select the best contractor to fulflll its assigned
missions. However. some have concerns about whether the NRC can quickly process a license
transfer.

5.3.2.1 EFFECT OF OPTIONS ON ER PROGRAM DIRECTION AND
OVERSIGHT
The eflect of the respective licensing options on El/ program direction and oversight is expected
to be negligible. Zke DOE Berkeley Site Oflce and LBNL contractor currentiy have stop work

authority and the ability to reallocate overheadjimding. They may also reallocate direct
operating funds as long as it does not con~ict with program guidance. Program guidance is
modijied mon(hly and can be modl~ed sooner for special cases. An example of program guidance
modification would be 10permit a reduction in weeks of facility operation in order to fund a
critical repair. This relationship should not change considerably under an-v of the licensing
options. Final[y, ER does not perform environment, safety and health (ES&H) oversight, but

maintains operational awareness through various avenues.

5.3.2.2 EFFECT OF OPTIONS ON DOE INDEPENDENT OVERSIGHT

[DOEtoadd section.]

s Pursuant to Secretary of Energy (SEN) 2.4-90, DOE Policy on Signatures of RCRA
Permit Applications. May 8, 1990. the Department and its contractor sign the permit--the
Department as owner and co-operator and the contractor as co-operator. The permit is then
issued jointly to the Department and the contractor.
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5.3.3 UC PREFERRED MODEL

The UC views on the roles and responsibilities of DOE and UC on the joint model are found in
Appendix G. It is UC’s view that the only option representing a ““cleanbreak” with DOE
regulatory oversight of safety is for UC to be issued a license directly from the NRC. The

alternative models of a joint license issued to UC and DOE or a dual liceqse issued to both UC
and DOE would likely result in dual oversight. the worst possible outcome. All matters related to
DOE responsibilities (safety finding. contractor turnover) should be dealt with in the legislation.
not in the licensing process.

.5.4 RECOMMENDATION
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DOE Injury and Illness Rate versus Private Industry

Shown below is a comparison of DOE’s TotalRecordableCaseRate(TRC)versusa selectedgroup of private sector compani
whose work closely resembles DOE’s work. The TRC is a count of all work-related injuries and illnesses per 200,000 person
worked. While DOE’s rate is lower than the U.S.industry average for 1996, it has a way to go to achieve the best-in-class sta
as DuPont. However, given the unique nature of DOE’s work, these comparisons may be misleading. For example, the U.S.
averageincludesthe entire spectrumof industrialwork - both hazardous and non-hazardous – in companies of all sizes.

Total Recordable Case Rate - DOE VS. Industry
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